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Executive Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary Conclusions 
 

• With the end of US hegemony, we are witnessing a shift is towards a greater plurality of power and influence 

in international relations. 

• In that context, there likely will be an increase in transactional, strategic, and contestation-driven approaches 

international legal relations. 

• The creation of significant ‘new’ international law relating to military power is unlikely in the period to 2040. 

• There will be legal developments in key areas, such as artificial intelligence, outer space, cyberspace, private 

military security companies, and regional militarism, but legal ‘change’ predominantly is likely to involve new 

interpretations of, or additions to, existing rules – and particularly how they apply to such areas – rather than 

the creation of entirely new forms of legal regulation. 

• International law – existing and emerging – will continue to influence the actions of states, including China, 

Russia, and the UK (albeit to different extents and in different domains), but its constraining effect will only 

be as one of various factors, and rarely will it be the most important factor. 

 

 

Abstract 
 

This article seeks to predict possible changes in international law over 
the period until 2040 relating to the exercise of military power, and then 
considers the potential constraining effect that any such changes may 
have on three states: China, Russia, and the UK. It argues that, in an 
increasingly multipolar global context, most legal ‘change’ will involve 
shifts in the interpretation of, and in the engagement with, legal rules, 
rather than the creation of new treaties. However, there will be 
clarification and development of legal rules in some key areas related to 
military power, such as artificial intelligence, outer space, cyberspace, 
private military security companies, and regional militarism. 
International law in these, and other, areas will influence the behaviour 
of each of China, Russia, and the UK in relation to their exercise of 
military power in the period to 2024, but to a limited extent, and in 
differing ways. 
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Introduction 

This article seeks to predict possible changes in international law over the period until 2040 relating 

to the exercise of military power. Section 1 discusses the context surrounding any such changes, 

ultimately arguing that significant legal change is unlikely. Section 2 then addresses some specific 

areas of potential change, before Section 3 considers the possible constraining effect of international 

law on the military instrument of power in the 2020s and 2030s for the three states under review: 

China, Russia, and the UK. 

 

1. Contextual Factors and the Likely Nature of Legal ‘Change’ 

Predictions about the future of international relations and international law are necessarily 

speculative, but it seems reasonably clear that the world is beginning a period of ‘reordering’.1 As is 

well-known, the (relative) global power of liberal democratic states – most notably the US – is 

lessening.2 This trend is, of course, starkly demonstrated by the rise of China towards superpower 

status.3 Global South states, too, are gaining a greater voice – more independent from western 

narratives – in international affairs and lawmaking.4 The overall result is a shift towards a greater 

plurality of power and influence in international relations.5 

One notable consequence of this ongoing shift involves the relative importance of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ 

power, and their different deployment by the major players in the near and far abroad. For instance, 

writing in 2014, Richard Falk ruminated on the use of hard power (i.e., traditional military force) by 

the US and allies in what had until then been a post-Cold War age of US hegemony.6 Falk contrasted 

failures of the western exercise of hard military power in Afghanistan and Iraq with the alternative use 

of soft power as an increasing feature of an emerging, more diverse, international political landscape.7 

It is undeniable that the growing power of the ‘BRICS’ states8 et al has been built more on economic, 

rather than on military, development.9  

In 2023, the importance of soft power is, indeed, increasingly evident and is likely to become ever 

more so in a global context.10 One might note, say, China’s growing economic influence across Africa.11 

At the same time, Falk’s 2014 prediction of a move towards ‘a largely post-militarist global setting’12 

is only being partially realised, because we are now simultaneously witnessing a reorientation towards 

militarism and hard power deployment by certain powerful states specifically in their own geographic 

region (i.e., in their ‘near abroad’). There are some indications of a reversion amongst powerful states 

to the prioritisation of regionally ordered security through ‘spheres of influence’.13 It seems likely that 
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this trend will continue in the future, in what will be a more inherently contested geopolitical 

environment.14  

Given all of this, it has been credibly argued that a corresponding ‘change in direction is likely’15 for 

international law, but the extent of that change is debated. It has been suggested that the 

international community is moving away from core tenets of globalisation, liberalism, and 

underpinning understandings of international law as – itself – being an ‘ideological’ endeavour, 

towards a more transactional, strategic, and contestation-driven basis for legal relations.16 A shift back 

towards greater prioritisation of state security as opposed to human security is also said to be likely,17 

given the common priorities of authoritarian regimes and increased antagonism between the world’s 

most powerful states. Technology will surely be at the forefront of this landscape: there will thus be 

‘new patterns of behavior marked by technological competition and coercion…’.18 

I would expect the various predicted shifts in state behaviour to occur without prejudice to the 

fundamental nature of the international legal system, however. Some writers have speculated that 

current trends and, particularly, current crises – such as the aggression against Ukraine or the situation 

in Israel/Gaza, which both are ongoing at the time of writing – can be expected to mark ‘the end of 

international law as we know it’.19 Time will tell,20 but I think this will prove to be hyperbole. Without 

minimising the gravity and human tragedy of the current situations in Ukraine, in Israel/Gaza (or in 

Sudan, Syria, Yemen, and numerous other parts of the world), it is worth noting that the death knell 

has been sounded for international law’s influence on military power multiple times throughout the 

UN era, and the post-WWII legal architecture has endured on every occasion.21 I do not believe that 

we will see fundamental changes to international law or to its core processes due to current conflicts. 

Similarly, although China’s rise towards superpower status (and the emerging multipolar power 

dynamics between states in general) is significant in many respects,22 in my view this ongoing 

realignment is not qualitatively different from any other major geopolitical shift of the UN era,23 at 

least when it comes to its implications for international law.24 Overall, the idea that there may soon 

be major structural changes to the international legal system in the security domain25 is unlikely.26 

Moreover, substantive change – i.e., in the sense of ‘new’ law – can also be expected to be limited. 

International lawmaking (or significant modification) can be difficult in a system that does not have a 

central/authoritative lawmaker,27 particularly in areas that relate to state security.28 This is an issue 

that is likely to become increasingly acute over the next two decades: again, because of the greater 

number of competing priorities on the international stage resulting from the end of US hegemony.29 

One might note that in a 2022 collection of essays by leading scholars on the laws of war about the 

future of the field,30 there was a broad consensus amongst the contributors about the unlikelihood of 

much relevant new treaty law emerging in the period up to 2040.31  
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It nonetheless remains possible that some new international security law treaties will be adopted in 

the next 15 years, but, if so, they will be relatively few in number and the major powers will not be 

party to them (or, at least, not many of the major powers, and not to many of those treaties).32 The 

core pillars of the system, such as the fundamental prohibition on the use of force in Article 2(4) of 

the UN Charter,33 or the existing rules on the conduct of warfare under the Geneva Conventions et 

al,34 will remain the legal baselines for the exercise of military power by states. 

This is not to say that we will not see relevant ‘change’ in international law in the period to 2040, only 

that such change can be expected, predominantly, to involve shifts in the interpretation of, and of the 

engagement with, legal rules and processes, rather than the creation of new treaties.35 It is worth 

keeping in mind, though, that the lack of a central lawmaker in the international system means ‘the 

borderline between legislation and interpretation is much more fluid than in domestic law’.36 In some 

cases changes in interpretation can have direct legal effect in terms of the manner in which an existing 

treaty binds its parties37 or through customary international law.38 It can also be expected that in a 

number of security domains, more sophisticated ‘soft law’ – i.e., influential, but technically non-

binding, ‘law like’ instruments39 – will develop, in contrast to ‘true’ legal rules.  

Overall, it seems likely that  

[t]he future battle for the heart and soul of IL [international law] will … not be framed around 

the embedding or disembedding of IL, but rather around how existing and politically 

unchangeable international legal texts – such as IL defending borders and sovereign choice – 

are to be understood.40 

 

2. Some Specific Areas of Potential Legal Change 

Having tried to clarify the relevant context as I see it, this section speculates on some areas of 

international security law where change may be forthcoming. For reasons of space and time, these 

points of focus are necessarily ‘cherry picked’. They were selected because they recur in the 

scholarship as key areas of likely change in the global security environment in the coming decades 

(albeit that legal change may not always track change in politics/technology/etc in these areas). 

Selection decisions were also informed by the fact that I believe that these areas are potentially some 

of the most pertinent for the three states herein under review in particular. The following list is thus 

both speculative and non-comprehensive.41 
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2.1. Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS) 

It ‘is hard to resist the idea that AI will play a crucial role in warfare in the coming decades’.42 The 

deployment of ‘fully’ autonomous lethal systems is unlikely in the short term, albeit not impossible,43 

but major developments in AI-assisted warfare are inevitable.44 In response, the use of LAWS is a rare 

area where at least some new treaty law looks quite possible in the next decade. 

In the legal academy, discussion of LAWS is somewhat split between those who view the fact that the 

use of AI in warfare is currently lawful in certain circumstances as a positive (and in some cases also 

advocate developing the law further to facilitate greater use of AI in military contexts), and those who 

emphasise the importance of the applicability of the current law as an existing restriction (and in some 

cases also argue that more legal restriction is desirable).45 Some commentators are focused, for 

example, on the extent to which AI can assist in collating and assessing data to support the 

identification of military targets and minimise risk of civilian harm.46 Other scholars, though, are 

expressing concerns about whether AI decision-making has the nuance and accuracy to ensure 

appropriate humanitarian protections.47  

To an extent, these debates are being replicated by states themselves, particularly within the ongoing 

work of the Group of Government Experts (GGE LAWS).48 Some important ‘soft law’ has already 

emerged that provides guidance on the application of the laws of war to LAWS, most notably in the 

form of the 2019 GGE LAWS Guiding Principles.49 Such work surely will be supplemented and 

developed in the next decade, quite possibly resulting in new treaty law.50 However, there is some 

disagreement as to the form this should take. Some states – especially in the Global South – are 

advocating an outright LAWS prohibition,51 or at least bespoke regulation,52 but there is significant 

opposition to such measures from more powerful states.53 It thus seems more likely that a new treaty 

will amount, in effect, to an expanded version of the GGE LAWS Guiding Principles: i.e., predominantly 

clarifying how the existing laws of war apply to LAWS.54 

2.2. Outer Space 

The securitisation of outer space is another domain where I can envisage the possibility of truly ‘new’ 

security law emerging in the period to 2040. However, if so, I believe it is more likely that this would 

be in the form of customary international law, not treaty law. There have been ongoing attempts since 

the mid-2000s to develop a treaty that better restricts the militarisation of outer space.55 This has 

faced notable opposition from a number of key states,56 though, to the point that the adoption of any 

new treaty law now seems improbable.57 However, the issue of constraining a space arms race 

remains firmly on the agenda of the UN General Assembly,58 and is the subject of opposing draft 
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resolutions developed by states in the First Committee as of late 2023.59 Despite divisions amongst 

states, in my view, there is scope for customary international law to emerge in relation to space 

security in the period to 2040.60  

There is a degree of coalescence, in particular, around the notion of a customary prohibition on Anti-

Satellite (ASAT) weaponry (and especially its testing).61 Wider calls for a (qualified) ASAT ban62 were 

taken up by the UN General Assembly in December 2022, with resolution 77/41 urging states ‘not to 

conduct destructive direct-ascent anti-satellite missile tests’.63 This is non-binding in itself, but the 

level of support for the resolution has been seen by some states as indicative of a trajectory towards 

a binding customary prohibition.64 Some writers have even suggested that an ASAT test ban may have 

already emerged.65 In my assessment this overstates the current legal position, but I would concur 

that practice would seem to be developing in that direction.66 It is thus very possible that an ASAT test 

ban will emerge under customary international law in the next decade. 

2.3. Cyberspace 

Cyberspace is now ‘a central arena for inter-state conflict’,67 with wide-ranging and instable security 

implications.68 It is a domain that blurs the notions of hard and soft power, where established 

dynamics based on economic and/or military might can be inverted.69 ‘Cyber-attacks’ of various sorts 

– including those perpetrated or sponsored by states – of course are no longer a new phenomenon,70 

but states have only recently begun formally setting out how they will interpret international law in 

the domain of cyber operations.71 Thus the legal landscape remains uncertain. That said, it has become 

evident that states view the existing rules on the use of force and conduct of warfare as applicable 

and, at their core, sufficient.72 Thus, legal ‘change’ here will again involve questions of interpretation 

and engagement (or lack thereof), rather than the creation of new binding provisions.73  

Nonetheless, substantively, there is now a high degree of state agreement regarding the legal 

implications of large-scale cyber-attacks. The collective view is that a cyber-attack can constitute a 

‘use of force’ in violation of Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.74 There is now broad state support, too, for 

the idea that a cyber-attack can trigger a response in self-defence,75 although its scope of application 

remains somewhat controversial.76 

In relation to lesser-scale unfriendly cyber actions,77 the last 2 years have also seen states starting to 

be explicit in articulating the view that such actions – if suitably coercive – are likely to violate the 

principle of non-intervention.78 There remains a degree less clarity about whether cyber activity can 

also violate a state’s ‘sovereignty’ as a standalone legal rule.79 That said, the ‘direction of travel’ now 

fairly evidently indicates that the law is indeed crystallising to the effect that an unfriendly cyber action 
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may amount to an unlawful violation of sovereignty, as a distinct substantive rule (irrespective 

of/additional to the prohibitions against the use of force and intervention). States are increasingly 

making this interpretation explicit,80 and it is also the position taken in the influential (albeit non-

binding) Tallinn Manual.81 It seems highly likely that more detail will be developed – either in law or 

‘soft law’ – as to how the sovereignty rule applies in cyberspace in practice over the next decade.82 

2.4. Private Military and Security Companies (PMSCs) 

Another domain that could involve legal ‘change’ in some measure is the use of private military and 

security companies (PMSC) to project military power. The use of ‘mercenaries’ is hardly new, but the 

current scale and range of activity of PMSCs are.83 Although general international law applies to the 

actions of PMSC,84 there is no bespoke treaty on the matter, despite attempts to draft this.85 There 

thus are still notable ‘gaps’ in the legal framework applicable to PMSC activity.86  

Despite these gaps, it remains unlikely that a PMSC treaty will be adopted in the future, with 

opposition from some states continuing.87 However, this is another area where increases in national 

self-regulation and the growing adoption of clearer non-binding international guidelines88 are likely 

to, at a minimum, lead to the production of more detailed ‘soft law’ expectations in the future. 

Specifically, we might expect guidelines on state oversight of PMSCs,89 establishing accountability,90 

and, perhaps, a wider range of due diligence obligations owed by states more generally.91 With 

sufficient state buy-in these expectations potentially could translate into bespoke binding restrictions 

on PMSCs under customary international law, but ‘soft law’ is perhaps more realistic.92 

2.5. Regional Militarism and Collective Uses of Force 

As noted in Section 1, a pattern seems to be emerging regarding the mixed use of soft power in the 

far abroad and (overtly militarized) hard power in the near abroad. It thus might be expected that the 

major state players will begin to speak differently about how international law applies to military 

power ‘on their doorstep’ vs. how it applies in global terms, with powerful states promulgating more 

permissive understandings for the former.93 

There also will likely be more appeals to the right of collective self-defence, including 

abusively/pretextually, to ‘protect’ neighbouring states (i.e., maintain regional spheres of influence),94 

as well as more invocations of collective defence treaties and the creation of a few new ones (albeit 

bilaterally or, perhaps, on a subregional scale).95 Indeed, whether within the framework of a defence 

treaty or not, it has been convincingly predicted that states will increasingly rely on ‘strategic 

coalitions’ in the context of the use of force over the next 15 years, especially in relation to regional 

security.96 This may place greater strain on compliance with the laws of war, both because of the 
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‘decoupling’ of different global approaches to the application of the law as a result of more insular 

regionalism,97 as well as because of the different approaches taken within a larger number of coalition 

operations.98 

 

3. The Potential for Constraint of the Three States Under Review 

This section attempts to predict the potential constraining effect, if any, that changes to international 

security law may have on the military instrument of power of the three states under scrutiny: China, 

Russia, and the UK. 

3.1. China 

Western scholarship regarding recent (and potential future) Chinese engagement with international 

law paints a picture of valueless, cynical instrumentalism.99 There is, admittedly, some truth in the 

narrative that modern China – at times – places quite limited stock in international law. China is 

resistant to external normative constraints on centralised Chinese Communist Party (CCP) power,100 

especially in the context of the more nationalistic and muscular approach now taken under President 

Xi Jinping.101 

Equally, western characterisations of China’s approach to international law tend to be narrowly 

ethnocentric, not least in failing to acknowledge that all states engage with international law 

instrumentally to an extent.102 In this, China is no different. Some western characterisations also 

wrongly suggest an absence of ‘value’. A more nuanced understanding is that the values that China 

sees as the most crucial underpinnings of international law (e.g., sovereign equality and autonomy, 

state security, and the facilitation of trade) are simply different from many of the supposed driving 

priorities for western states (e.g., human rights, rule of law, and democracy).103 

In any event, as an emerging power, 

China engages with the international order through a dialectic relationship by both defending 

the existing order to gain a reputation as a responsible great power and seeking to change 

those parts of the international order that do not align with its interests.104 

This duality – conformity and contestation/disregard – means that international law’s constraining 

effect on China in the period to 2040 should be expected to be qualified, and best understood in 

combination with other factors.105 China has a longstanding preference for the exercise of soft power 

through global institutions and, especially, economic investment.106 While President Xi’s regime has 
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countenanced more overtly aggressive actions – notably China’s defiant and provocative stance on 

the South China Sea,107 border clashes with India,108 and increased sabre rattling over Taiwan109 – the 

centrepiece of Chinese foreign policy for the last decade represents a continuation of its modern soft 

power tradition, in the form of the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’.110 It also remains the case that China’s 

largest post-war extraterritorial military deployment has been in the context of UN peacekeeping.111 

There is reason to expect that military restraint will remain the predominant Chinese approach 

through to 2040. 

While some commentators wisely caution that China’s threats to invade Taiwan must be treated 

seriously,112 and, recently, others have argued that Russia’s aggression against Ukraine will embolden 

China further in that regard,113 I would take the view that the current Ukraine crisis has made a Chinese 

attack on Tawain less, not more, likely (albeit it remains a possibility).114 The military quagmire that 

Russia now faces in Ukraine, the show of collective will demonstrated by NATO states, and the 

widespread (if qualified) international condemnation of Russia all reinforce China’s traditional soft 

power approach rather than its nascent hard power one. An important part of this dynamic – although 

only a part – is the role of international law, with international condemnation of Russia being framed 

in notably legal terms115 and, most significantly, the resulting economic sanctions placed on Russia116 

being of a scale that will surely factor into strategic thinking in Beijing.117 

The relative capacity of international law to constrain China’s instruments of military power in the 

2020s and 2030s will still remain highly dependent on its strategic objectives,118 especially in its near 

abroad. However, the importance of compliance with international law in facilitating the projection 

of the legitimacy of CCP control,119 reinforcing China’s ‘responsible great power’ narrative,120 and 

underpinning China’s crucial economic strategies,121 should not be underestimated.122 Admittedly, this 

will likely be filtered through a process of internalisation, given China regularly stresses the importance 

of state freedom to interpret and implement international legal norms as it sees fit.123 It nonetheless 

remains the case that – in combination with other factors – the law can be expected to have some 

constraining effect on China’s use of military power in seeking to realise its more wide-ranging 

ambitions.124 International law will also be used to strengthen China’s military reach, though. As noted 

in Subsection 2.5, powerful states are likely to build new collective defence alliances with other states 

over the coming decades to concretise regional security and influence, and China is already beginning 

this process (for example, in the South Pacific).125 

Another of the specific areas where legal change was predicted in Section 2 – AI/LAWS – may be 

illustrative of the ‘mixed’ relationship China is likely to have with international legal development. This 

is because, on one hand, China has supported the idea of some form of international law restriction 

of autonomous weaponry at a broad level.126 However, it has been equivocal when it comes to the 
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specifics of its stance. China has called for an outright ban on LAWS on more than one occasion.127 

However, it defines ‘LAWS’ extremely narrowly,128 meaning that it has set an ‘extremely high threshold 

in regard to the kinds of technologies that may be eligible for legal regulation’.129 It also, more recently, 

seems to have abandoned stark references to a prohibition, instead emphasising a decentralised, 

domestic law approach.130 

Some see China’s ‘shifting approach’131 on LAWS as a symptom of an internal ‘ambiguity’ due to a 

genuine struggle to develop a consistent policy on the matter.132 China has maintained the view 

externally that there should always be at least some degree of human control involved in the 

deployment of LAWS,133 and it is likely that this stems, ultimately, from the need to centralise control 

as a fundamental feature of the one-party state.134 It also is the case that since 2021 China has been 

developing its own AI governance rules at an accelerated rate,135 and it has been predicted that the 

next few years will see the adoption of significant Chinese domestic law on this topic.136 

At the same time, China is currently pursuing the development of AI-assisted weaponry at scale.137 

Indeed, it is shaping up to become an ‘AI superpower’,138 including militarily, rivalled only by the US.139 

This, combined with China’s narrow understanding of what it says needs to be regulated, has been 

argued to evidence a more deliberate policy of ‘strategic ambiguity’,140 with the goal of China being 

able both to have and eat its LAWS cake. Certainly, there is a level of suspicion amongst some states 

as to the veracity of China’s commitment to a possible new LAWS treaty.141 Ultimately, therefore, I 

would see the potential of international law to constrain China’s development of AI-assisted weaponry 

to be negligible over the coming decades. However, China is deeply engaged in the direction that the 

law is headed on AI, and it perhaps can thus be said that any resulting LAWS treaty is still likely to 

influence how and when China might be willing to deploy such weaponry, even if it will not slow down 

its development of it. 

Similar uncertainty is evident in relation to China’s approach to the militarisation of outer space. China 

has long been pushing for more bespoke treaty law on this issue,142 while at the same time developing 

increased military space doctrines and capabilities.143 Taking the possible customary ASAT test ban144 

more specifically, China has not tested any ASAT weaponry since 2007,145 which perhaps could 

contribute to state practice strengthening a customary prohibition. That said, China continues to 

develop ASAT technology146 and has now formally opposed a legal ban on those weapons – albeit 

perhaps ironically (and some may consider disingenuously), on the basis that proposals for such a 

prohibition do not go far enough.147 If a customary ASAT ban does emerge, China may look to assert 

exempt status from it as a ‘persistent objector’ state,148 or simply discredit the ban and argue it had 

not yet acquired binding status in customary international law. Either way, it seems unlikely a new 

ASAT test ban would meaningfully constrain China at least in the short to mid-term. 
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As for PMSCs, China has slowly been developing a significant private military industry, and now 

registers thousands of such companies, including many undertaking notable foreign operations.149 

However, the combination of the ‘soft power preference’ and inherent CCP centralisation already 

discussed means that China has been wary of what one might consider to be true ‘military projection’ 

through PMSCs,150 viewing them more as ‘in house’ security for Chinese businesses rather than 

mercenaries to be used as an alternative to the People’s Liberation Army.151  

That said, Chinese domestic regulation of PMSCs is extremely limited as compared to other nations 

with a large PMSC sector,152 and while China was a strong supporter of the non-binding ‘Montreux 

Document’153 internationally,154 it again seems to prefer legal flexibility on the matter over meaningful 

binding regulation. China may, perhaps, support and adhere to (at least broadly) some further 

emerging ‘soft law’ restrictions on PMSCs.155 However, one might question whether any such support 

for (non-binding) limitations on the hard power deployment of PMCSs could be a strategic cover for 

their increased soft power deployment, as part of what is a growth industry for China.156 

Overall, it can be expected that China will continue to use international law very strategically, and the 

ability of international law – including new law – to constrain its military power is going to be 

inconsistent. That said, international law should be seen as one of a combination of factors that is 

likely to (continue to) direct China towards the predominant deployment of soft, rather than hard 

instruments of military power. 

3.2. Russia 

Unlike China, Russia has many of the features of a declining, rather than a rising, global power.157 As a 

nuclear UN Security Council permanent member, Russia can nonetheless be expected to retain 

significant influence, especially regionally.158 Despite their somewhat different trajectories, recent 

years have seen a degree of explicit alignment between China and Russia in regard to their 

understandings of, and approaches to, international law.159 In certain respects Russia thus can be 

expected to engage with, and be influenced by, international law in a similar way to China in the near 

future. However, there also are likely to be differences. 

The notion of ‘sovereignty’ is especially central to Russian approaches to international law, perhaps 

more so even than for other autocracies.160 The concept was at the forefront of Soviet international 

law theory161 and remains the key reference point for Russia and Russian scholars today.162 

Importantly, at least to an extent, the Russian understanding of sovereignty can be said to be a 

somewhat different cultural understanding than in the west,163 one rooted more fundamentally in 

territory and security.164 
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Russia’s prioritisation of this understanding of sovereignty is once again165 manifesting in its exercise 

of hard power in the territories of states in its near abroad since the invasion of Georgia in 2008,166 

and of course then in Ukraine since 2014167 and especially since 2022.168 Relatedly, Russia is currently 

‘reinterpreting’ its own understanding of the legal right of self-determination, giving it a decidedly 

controversial external dimension, as what appears to be a deliberate aspect of its security strategy.169 

Russia’s proclaimed role in ensuring the ‘self-determination’ of ethnic Russians abroad (or, now more 

generally, those perceived to be part of a ‘Greater Russia’ in some form) was central to Russia’s 

attempts to legitimise uses of force in both Georgia170 and Ukraine.171 This legal narrative in the near 

abroad is likely to continue as a means of trying to rebut other restraining rules of international law, 

such as the prohibition on the use of force. 

One might also note Russia’s increased military activity through the prism of the Collective Security 

Treaty Organisation (CSTO),172 the regional defence apparatus that (in some respects)173 succeeded 

the Warsaw Pact in the early 1990s. The CSTO had been largely dormant since then but unexpectedly 

became the basis for (legally dubious)174 Russian troop deployment in Kazakhstan in 2022175 as well as 

the legal grounds on which Armenia appealed for Russian military support later the same year.176 It 

now seems likely that Russia and its allies will continue to ‘activate’ this treaty-based relationship to 

project Russian force in its near abroad. 

However, future Russian military deployment in a traditional, hard power sense – whether under the 

auspices of the CSTO or not – can be expected to be more targeted, and of notably smaller scale, than 

has recently been seen in Ukraine. Irrespective of the outcome of the war in Ukraine, which at the 

time of writing is deadlocked and attritional,177 the invasion has in various ways demonstrated the 

limitations of Russia’s current hard military power, including to Russia itself.178 It is unlikely that Russia 

is going to have the capability – or, indeed, the will – to mount an extra-territorial campaign on 

anything like the same scale in the next decade. 

Of course, Russia’s exercise of its military instruments of power under President Vladimir Putin has 

taken a more covert form too, especially in the realm of cyberspace.179 Russia has stressed the need 

for new treaty law to limit aggressive cyber actions since the 1990s,180 but its own offensive activities 

in that domain over the last 15 years have made this appear an increasingly disingenuous stance. 

Russia has become ‘the source of the most dangerous coercive cyber operations’,181 and given the 

evident failures of its exercise of direct hard power in Ukraine, it is likely to, if anything, increase its 

aggressive cyber activity.182 Existing international law (and new ‘soft law’ guidance)183 is unlikely 

effectively to constrain this.184 It is in this domain that Russia can be expected to seek further to 

exercise its military instrument of power more than in any other. 
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A degree of alignment to China is again evident when one considers the Russian position in relation to 

LAWS/AI-weaponry. Russia’s stance is clearer and better delineated than China’s,185 but at its core is 

comparable. Russia strongly emphasised in both 2022186 and 2023187 that LAWS technology must be 

used in conformity with the existing laws of war, even implying that this expectation could be legally 

codified.188 Beyond this, though, Russia prioritises the creation of non-binding best practice guidelines 

rather than new binding law.189 Where there is difference between Russia and China on this issue is 

that Russia is more willing explicitly to advocate for the benefits of the use of LAWS technology than 

is China.190 Russia also has tied the LAWS debate to regional security191 – again indicating its current 

prioritisation of the near abroad in such contexts.  

Ultimately, though, while Russia might utilise some AI-assisted weapons in its near abroad in the 

period to 2040, it seems somewhat less likely that Russia will deploy LAWS in the future than might 

China, at least on any scale. Russia has not been coy about the fact that it is producing LAWS and is 

seeking to develop more advanced LAWS,192 but it has been noted by some commentators that 

Russian use of AI technology has been conspicuously absent in its war against Ukraine so far, and this 

is seen as a consequence of capability (or, rather, lack thereof).193 As one commentator has argued:  

Russia seems more focused on covert action in cyberspace than on weaponizing big data for 

its lethal potential, although it undoubtedly would adopt China’s strategy if it had the 

resources to do so….194 

The likelihood of Russia using AI weapons at scale may change,195 but at present Russia’s legal stance 

on LAWS aligns with the way the law seems to be heading – i.e., that developments predominantly 

will amount to further clarification of how existing laws of war apply.196 This emphasis on the 

restrictive nature of the existing law arguably suits the realities of Russia’s comparatively limited 

capacity in this domain. 

Russia has long shown a preference for more robust international law restricting the weaponisation 

of outer space.197 Indeed, at the time of writing, Russia is lead-sponsor of a draft UN General Assembly 

resolution once again pushing for such a treaty.198 Yet, concurrently, Russia has explicitly rejected calls 

for an ASAT test ban,199 and has pushed back against emerging state practice in this regard. Russia 

controversially undertook an ASAT test in November 2021,200 i.e., considerably more recently than 

China’s 2007 deployment.201 The Russian test was met with widespread international 

condemnation.202 

Moscow now sees ‘satellite power’ as a crucial element of warfare.203 However, it seems to conceive 

of ASATs as predominantly defensive tools (i.e., what has been called part of Russia’s ‘counterspace 

portfolio’),204 developed in response to longstanding fears of the use of long-range weaponry against 
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it,205 and due to the strategic importance of maintaining its independent GLONASS satellite navigation 

system.206 It is possible given Russia’s current position that, were a customary international law ASAT 

test ban to emerge, Russia may, like China, attempt to claim ‘persistent objector’ status exempting it 

from that ban.207 That said, despite recent rejections, Russia actually may be more open to a ban than 

it currently appears, not least because there are questions about the utility of its existing ASAT 

technology.208 In the end, fears of other states using ASATs against Russian satellites209 might outweigh 

any possible strategic gains from their deployment by Russia. 

Turning to another domain discussed in this article, recent years have seen Russia increasingly utilising 

PMSCs, such as the infamous Wagner Group.210 The strategic appeal of this is obvious, especially for a 

military power in decline like Russia. PMSCs can act as a significant force multiplier,211 and can do so 

with the added benefits of comparative deniability, lower costs, and a degree of expandability.212 As 

such, in 2022, one high-profile commentator predicted that over the coming years Russia will ‘radically 

expand its deployment of [private military] contractors around the globe.’213 However, this was before 

the ‘Wagner rebellion’ of June 2023,214 which may have somewhat lessened President Putin’s appetite 

for utilising PMCSs. Indeed, even before the rebellion, there were alleged reports of some within the 

Russian government expressing unease with the degree of reliance placed on PMSCs in Ukraine.215 It 

also is worth noting that the operational effectiveness of Russian PMSCs in the last few years has been 

very mixed,216 which also will likely mean that Russia is less keen to expand its PMSC deployment than 

it would have been. 

In any event, while Russia may not grow its PMSC deployment and is likely to exert more control over 

such groups in the future, the Wagner rebellion has not led to a fundamental change in Russian policy 

on PMSCs.217 It is unlikely that any new international law (whether binding custom or non-binding ‘soft 

law’)218 will act to constrain Russia’s ongoing use of PMSCs on its own. It is worth noting that PMSCs 

are unlawful under Russian domestic law,219 and yet Russia has been quite content to violate its own 

law in this regard (and to do so at scale),220 which strongly suggests that it will not be curtailed in this 

regard by international law either. It is also well-established that Russian PMSCs have perpetrated 

egregious violations of both the laws of war and international human rights law,221 suggesting little 

restraining effect stemming from the existing rules. If Russia does look to scale back on its PMSC 

reliance, it may align more closely with the efforts to regulate them in international law, but, in my 

view, this is a big ‘if’. And, again, where this surely will not be the case is in the cyber domain, where I 

can only envisage Russia’s use of private ‘hacktivists’ expanding in the next decade. 

Overall, the constraining effect of international law on Russian military power will be limited, but – as 

with China – it will still be a factor that can contribute to restraint in some circumstances. Russia is 

now not quite as strategically dependant on being seen to be engaging with international law as is 
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China, but it is nonetheless notable222 that its purported justifications for invading Ukraine in 2022 

were steeped in legal claims, however spurious.223 Especially in areas where the protections to be 

gained from international law restrictions may be of greater value than their strategic violation – such 

as in outer space – Russia is likely to engage with the law and may even seek to lead on it. A key area 

where this is extremely unlikely to be the case, however, is in regard to aggressive activity in 

cyberspace. In that domain, international law will have almost no impact on Russian activity. 

3.3. The United Kingdom 

To an extent, in its transition to middle power the UK has been able to retain a disproportionate level 

of soft power influence in relation to its hard military capacity,224 through a combination of factors 

such as its permanent membership of the UN Security Council, its position as the only major cyber 

power in Europe,225 and of course the inherent deterrence of nuclear weapons.226 

As a liberal democracy the UK is likely to be more ‘constrained’ by international law – for good or ill – 

than powerful autocracies such as China or Russia.227 As discussed in Section 1,228 western 

democracies tend to view concepts such as human rights, free speech, and – importantly – the rule of 

law as underpinnings to their foreign policy, and the UK is no different.229 In practical terms, this can 

translate into a constraining influence for international law even in what we might think of as ‘acute’ 

cases.230 

That said, it has been demonstrably the case throughout the UN era that the UK is willing to violate 

international law – including through large-scale extra-territorial troop deployment – in certain 

circumstances.231 This has occurred under Conservative, Labour, and coalition governments. States 

such as China and Russia explicitly view these violations by western states as supreme acts of 

hypocrisy,232 not entirely unreasonably, and then use them to seek to legitimate (at least politically) 

their own breaches.233  

In any event, in the coming decades, I think there is likely to be a relatively high degree of compliance 

by the UK with a number of emerging rules/interpretations of international security law, not least 

because of alignment between UK policy and what I expect to be the substance of those emerging 

rules/interpretations. When such alignment is combined the UK’s genuine (if far from absolute) 

commitment to the international rule of law, there is a strong compliance pull towards conformity. 

For example, in relation to AI/LAWS, the UK is unsurprisingly investing significant amounts in 

technological development across its armed forces.234 It also has one of the most detailed and 

sophisticated state strategies for AI-related security issues,235 as well as a wider accompanying policy 

framework.236 These documents have been explicit about the importance of compliance with the laws 
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of war in any LAWS deployment,237 as have the multilateral statements to which the UK has been a 

co-author238 or has endorsed.239 Much more extensively, the UK’s 2022 submission to the GGE LAWS 

process was an extremely detailed proposal for the specific application of these existing rules to LAWS 

as compared to most other states.240 While there are some campaigners who have raised concerns 

about the UK developing ‘killer robots’ unrestrained,241 this seems alarmist hyperbole given that the 

UK has shown clear disinclination to develop truly autonomous weaponry (at least, anytime soon).242 

All of this aligns with the direction of travel for international law on LAWS. As discussed in Section 2.1, 

even if a new treaty emerges (which the UK currently opposes), 243 it is unlikely that this would involve 

more than increased granularity in how the existing laws of war are to be adapted/applied. It also is 

worth noting that the UK policy on LAWS is notably collaborative with its allies,244 which is likely to 

lead to a degree of mutually reinforcing restraint. While the UK’s position on LAWS may shift based 

on the findings of the Lords Select Committee on the matter,245 or other future reviews (either 

domestically or, say, within NATO), I think that the UK is quite likely to seek to adhere closely to 

emerging international law developments on LAWS. While this may in part merely be due to that legal 

development aligning with UK policy preferences, there are various signs that the UK is taking 

international law quite seriously in this domain.246 

In relation to outer space security, the UK has recently taken a leading role in terms of the 

development of new norms. Recent years have seen the UK at the forefront of work in the UN General 

Assembly First Committee to try to develop rules on ‘responsible behaviours’ to minimise space-based 

threats.247 That work produced some detailed proposals to guide behaviour,248 but it also has again 

highlighted significant divisions amongst the key players.249 Most recently, the UK has led on a further 

draft resolution looking to extend this work on the matter into 2025-2026.250 

The intent behind the UK-led approach is, at its heart, to add more ‘meat’ to the ‘bones’ of the 1967 

Outer Space Treaty251 and other existing international law applicable in space.252 While this can be 

contrasted to the more ‘legalised’ proposals of Russia, China, et al for a new arms treaty in space,253 

there is certainly the possibility that it, too, could contribute to the emergence of binding law in 

future.254 This is especially the case given the widespread support for the UK’s approach.255 The UK 

has indicated that it ‘would not in principle be opposed to some form of legally binding agreement’ 

on the matter,256 only that it opposes the specific treaty proposals that have so far been advanced.257 

It thus likely would accept being bound by norms developed via a process that it is leading on and 

shaping (albeit that, in my view, it is more likely that these norms would bind in custom than by way 

of a new treaty).258 
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More specifically, the UK has been somewhat equivocal as to whether it supports a binding ASAT test 

ban,259 which currently seems the most likely legal change in the outer space context.260 However, like 

a number of other states,261 in 2022 the UK unilaterally declared that it will not ‘destructively test 

direct ascent anti-satellite … missiles…’.262 Leaving aside the fact that, in the right circumstances, 

unilateral declarations can have binding force under international law in and of themselves,263 the UK 

declaration may also be seen as contributing, cumulatively, to the emergence of a binding customary 

prohibition in future. Again, given that the rule would reflect the UK’s self-imposed moratorium, it 

seems unlikely that the UK would violate such a prohibition should it crystalise. 

One domain where the UK is finding itself an outlier is cyberspace, specifically in relation to the 

question of whether lower-level cyber action can amount to an illegal violation of sovereignty as a 

standalone rule. The UK has repeatedly been explicit that, in its view, there is no ‘specific rule or 

additional prohibition for cyber activity’ stemming from sovereignty, beyond the prohibitions on the 

use of force and intervention.264 

However, the UK is alone in adopting this position, at least to the extent of doing so unequivocally.265 

Moreover, there has been direct push back against its stance from other states, including – perhaps 

tellingly – NATO allies.266 Indeed, as discussed in Subsection 2.3, the contrary view will likely crystallise 

as the position under customary international law soon, if it has not done so already. As more ‘meat’ 

is added to the bones of this concept in terms of establishing how and when cyber actions violate state 

sovereignty – as also surely will be the case over the coming years267 – the UK is likely to find itself 

increasingly isolated.  

The UK might feel the ‘operational flexibility in state-sponsored cyber operations’268 that denying the 

sovereignty rule affords it, and the possible defence/security benefits of this, is worth continuing to 

maintain its position. If this was translated into practice, it would amount to the UK breaching 

international law. It is worth keeping in mind the strategic importance to the UK of maintaining its 

status as a (relative) cyber power, but it is also worth keeping in mind the trade-off that means that 

the UK’s stance potentially also ties its hands in terms of the legal arsenal it can deploy in relation to 

cyber-attacks against it.269 Maintaining the stance that there is no standalone sovereignty rule 

applicable in cyberspace is going to strain credibility in the coming years, and the UK ultimately may 

feel that the game of sticking to what has been described as a ‘legally implausible position’270 is no 

longer worth the candle. 

Overall, it is likely that emerging international law will constrain the UK in some key areas in the 2020s 

and 2030s. This will, in part, be because the UK’s policies are in alignment with the ‘direction of travel’ 

of the law in a number of instances. It is possible that international law will also constrain the UK in 
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areas where it would view the law less favourably, though, for example in regard to peacetime cyber 

operations and the issue of ‘sovereignty’. The UK’s liberal democratic credentials mean that it is more 

likely to fall into alignment even with law it disagrees with than are autocratic states. Equally, as the 

UK’s previous practice makes clear,271 it is sometimes willing to advance untenable interpretations of 

international law that concern questions of military power, and to do so alone. Therefore, ultimately, 

like Russia and China, the restraining effect of international law on the UK is unlikely to be absolute. 

 

Conclusion  

States make the rules of international law that apply to them,272 and more powerful states inevitably 

have a greater influence on any legal change. This means that possible legal developments through to 

2040 will not manifest independently of the will of the three states considered in this article. Where 

powerful states disagree, it becomes less likely that new law will form. Even if it does, the consent-

based nature of the system means dissenters can avoid being bound by the resulting rule.273 Whether 

legal change occurs, and, if so, the way in which it occurs, is thus inherently interlinked with the extent 

to which it may then constrain China, Russia, or the UK. 

It would be a mistake to conclude that international law has, or will have, no effect on the behaviour 

of these states.274 It demonstrably does constrain states, even the most powerful, due to a range of 

mutually reinforcing social and political pressures.275 As noted previously, current/ongoing violations 

of key legal rules related to the use of military force (Russia/Ukraine, Israel/Gaza, etc) – however 

egregious – do not indicate the ‘death’ of international law’s key security provisions, nor do they 

suggest that international law has no restraining effect.276 

Equally, one must not overstate the ability of international law to ‘constrain’ military power, or to see 

it is an entirely extrinsic, restrictive force. Like all law it is wholly dependent on its creators and 

appliers, and so – especially in the consent-based international legal system – its constraining effect 

will always be qualified.277 Current violations act again to highlight that there are limits to international 

law’s ability to restrain states’ military instrument of power, especially nuclear states/UN Security 

Council permanent members, and especially in instances where their national security is (or is 

perceived to be) implicated.278 International law is bent and broken more often and more glaringly in 

the context of the exercise of military power than it is in other areas.  

This is only likely to be exacerbated in the period through to 2040, where a downward trend in 

compliance with the laws of war is likely279 as a consequence of a shift towards a more contested 

multipolar world.280 Yet international law – existing and emerging – will continue to influence the 
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actions of each of China, Russia, and the UK. That influence will vary for each of them and be different 

in relation to different domains. However, for all three, international law’s constraining effect will be 

as one of various factors that inform state decision-making, and it will rarely be the most important 

factor. 

*** 

 

Glossary 
 

AI 
‘Artificial intelligence’. Machine-learning from experience and through the ongoing synthesis of large 
data sets. 

ASAT 
‘Anti-satellite’. Used herein to refer specifically to anti-satellite weaponry. ASATs, in this context at 
least, are thus space weapons designed to incapacitate or destroy satellites. 

CCP 
‘Chinese Communist Party’ (officially the Communist Party of China). The governmental authority in 
the (one-party) state of the People’s Republic of China. 

Collective self-
defence 

The use of military force by one or more states to aid another state that is an innocent victim of armed 
attack. Contrasted to individual self-defence – being the act of a state truly defending itself, whereas 
in the case of collective self-defence other states defend the victim. Can be actioned ad hoc or on the 
basis of a pre-existing collective defence treaty arrangement. 

Collective 
defence 
treaties  

Treaties of various sorts that set up defensive arrangements/alliances and sometimes create formal 
collective defence organisations (such as NATO or the CSTO). Such treaties often legally oblige their 
parties to act in collective self-defence if one of their number is attacked. 

CSTO 
‘Collective Security Treaty Organisation’. A collective defence organisation comprised of states from 
Eastern Europe/former Soviet Bloc, including Russia. In a loose/inexact sense, a successor to the 
Warsaw Pact. 

Customary 
international 
law 

Created through widespread and consistent state practice amongst the international community of 
states, coupled with the belief amongst states that such practice is legally obligatory or permitted. One 
of the two most important formal sources of binding international law (along with treaties). Rules of 
customary international law are unwritten but are nonetheless legally binding. 

First Committee 
‘The First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly’. One of six main committees of the UN 
General Assembly. The mandate of the First Committee is focused on disarmament and international 
security. 

GGE 
‘Group of Governmental Experts’. These are groups of experts appointed – commonly by the UN 
Secretary General – to study particular issues/areas of concern and report findings. Of particular 
relevance to the present article are GGE LAWS and GGE International Law and Cyberspace. 

GLONASS 
‘Globalnaya Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema’ (i.e., ‘Global Navigation Satellite System’). A 
satellite navigation system: effectively Russia’s equivalent to the US-developed Global Positioning 
System (GPS). 
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LAWS 
‘Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems’. Can independently identify and engage targets based on 
programmed data. Can be AI driven or assisted, but this is not necessarily the case. 

NATO  
‘North Atlantic Treaty Organisation’. A collective defence organisation comprised of states from the 
north Atlantic region, including the UK. 

Near abroad 
Umbrella term to refer to the territories of other states in any given state’s geographical region. Often 
used in relation to powerful states and can be linked to the notion of regional ‘spheres of influence’. 

Persistent 
objector rule, 
the 

Mechanism that allows states to gain exemption from the otherwise universal binding force of rules 
of customary international law. If a state persistently objects to a newly emerging rule of customary 
international law during the formation of that rule, then the objecting state is legally exempt from that 
rule, once it crystallises into law, for so long as it maintains its objection. This mechanism therefore 
protects the consent-based nature of international law. Another way of thinking about this is that 
treaties are ‘opt in’, whereas customary international law is ‘opt out’: persistent objection is the means 
by which states can opt out. 

PMSC 

‘Private military and security companies’. A term that covers a wide variety of private actors that 
provide military and/or security services on a commercial basis, often in the context of armed conflicts. 
This includes what are traditionally thought of as ‘mercenary groups’ but also other forms of private 
security provided to states or their representatives. 

Rule of law, the 

A key principle holding, in its simplest form, that ‘no-one is above the law’. The rule of law restricts the 
arbitrary use of power though the applicability of law to all actors and their good faith observance of 
it. At the international level (sometimes referred to as the ‘international rule of law’) this idea is 
extended to all actors in the international system, including states, and requires equality before (and 
equal respect for) international legal rules. 

Self-
determination 

The legal right of any given ‘people’ to determine their own destiny. A core principle of international 
law, but one that is poorly defined in terms of the requirements of its application in practice. Generally, 
does not extend to a right of secession or independence from a ‘parent’ state. 

Soft law 

A term that refers to ‘law like’ or ‘quasi-legal’ instruments that are not legally binding. ‘Soft law’ 
instruments often are presented/set out in a similar way to binding ‘hard law’ rules, meaning the key 
distinction is one of legal force, not form. ‘Soft law’ instruments are commonly referred to as, for 
example, ‘guidelines’ or ‘recommendations’. Although not legally binding, ‘soft law’ instruments can 
still have notable influence on state behaviour. They also can directly inform and/or inspire the 
creation of future treaties or customary international law rules, which of course are legally binding. 

Treaties 
A binding formal agreement that establishes obligations between two or more subjects of 
international law, most commonly states and/or international organisations. One of the two most 
important formal sources of binding international law (along with customary international law). 

Treaty law 

Herein used to refer to rules of international law that are found in/created by legally binding treaties. 
It may be worth noting, though, that the term ‘treaty law’ is also sometimes used to refer to the branch 
of law that regulates how treaties themselves operate and must be applied, rather than the rules 
stemming from those treaties. 

UN The United Nations. 

Wagner group 
Large PMSC, at least partially funded by the Russian state and regularly deployed on behalf of Russia 
since 2014. 
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the period 2025-2030]’). 

4 See, e.g., Bruce Jones and Adrianna Pita, ‘UN Reform and the Global South at the 2023 General Assembly’, Brookings (29 
September 2023) www.brookings.edu/articles/un-reform-and-the-global-south-at-the-2023-general-assembly; Dena 
Freeman, ‘The Global South at the UN: Using International Politics to Re-Vision the Global’ (2017) 11 The Global South 71. 

5 See Terry D. Gill, ‘The Jus ad Bellum Anno 2040: An Essay on Possible Trends and Challenges’, in Matthew C. Waxman and 
Thomas W. Oakley (eds.), The Future Law of Armed Conflict (Lieber Institute for Law and Land Warfare, New York, Oxford 
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University Press, 2022) 26, 37 (‘we are likely to be in a much more multipolar world in which no one State is a hegemonic 
power’). 

6 Richard Falk, ‘Nonviolent Geopolitics: Law, Politics, and 21st Century Security’, in Jonas Ebbesson, Marie Jacobsson, Mark 
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